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Humans have, as Adam Smith wrote more than 200 years ago, a natural 
propensity to "truck, barter, and exchange"--to enter into reciprocal gift-
exchange relationships with one another. These reciprocal relationships do 
three things: (i) they allow us to trade things that we value less or that are 
less useful to us but more useful to somebody else for things that we value 
more or find more useful; (ii) they make us view our fellows as friends 
and partners who are useful aids rather than obstacles to us, and (iii) they 
allow us to gain status and put others under obligation: I did something 
very valuable for you, now it is your turn to do something very valuable to 
me. 
 
Let's move--as economists like to do--into a fictional toy economy with a 
fictional toy market to try to gain some intuition about these issues. Let's 
work through a stylized example that I call "Blessed Are the 
Cheesemongers..." 
 
 
Part I: Exchange 
We have a crossroads. Five days a week, 8 hours a day, every 24 minutes 
a guy with a highly perishable cheese--a seller--and a guy who likes 
cheese--a buyer--come by, meet each other, try to bargain and then leave. 
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Different sellers value the cheeses they have differently: for each there is a 
reservation value, a price above which he or she would rather eat the 
cheese him or herself. Let's model these different valuations by saying that 
each potential cheese seller makes an independent draw of a random 
variable from a Gaussian normal distribution with a mean of 5 shekels and 
a variance of 1 shekel-squared, and that is his or her valuation. 
 
What does this mean? If you have an Excel spreadsheet, it means that each 
arriving potential seller--which we can think of as belonging to a row in 
the Excel spreadsheet corresponding to the time he or she arrives at the 
crossroads--has a valuation that we can simulate by entering the formula  
 
 =5+NORMSINV(RAND()) 
 
into the appropriate cell on the spreadsheet, and then pressing return. 
 
Similarly, each potential buyer has a reservation value--a price above 
which he or she would rather go without and spend his or her money on 
something else--which we similarly model by an an independent draw of a 
random variable from a Gaussian normal distribution with a mean of 5 
shekels and a variance of 1 shekel-squared. 
 
And in the same Excel spreadsheet, each arriving potential buyer--
belonging to the same row in the Excel spreadsheet as the would-be seller 
who  arrives at the crossroads at the same time--has a valuation that we 
can simulate by entering the formula:  
 
 =5+NORMSINV(RAND()) 
 
into the appropriate cell on the spreadsheet, and then pressing return. 
 
As the two approach each other at the crossroads, each writes down a 
price--his or her willingness to pay or willingness to accept. They then 
reveal the prices that they wrote down simultaneously. If the potential 
buyer's willingness to pay bid is greater than the potential seller's 
willingness to accept offer, they strike a bargain: the price is midway 
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between the bid and the offer; the buyer pays the seller the money; the 
seller gives the buyer the cheese, and they both walk away happily. if the 
bid is less than the offer, the buyer keeps his or her money and the seller 
keeps his or her cheese. 
 
It is plain that the revealed willingness to pay of the potential buyer may 
not be his or her true reservation value: pretend you don't want it very 
much and you may be able to buy it for a lower price. It is also plain that 
the revealed willingness to accept of the potential seller may not be his or 
her true reservation value: pretend that you are attached to what you have 
and you may be able to sell it for a higher price. So buyers and sellers 
need to come up with strategies: how do their revealed willingnesses relate 
to their true reservation values? 
 
Let's simplify this already simple example further by saying that all 
potential buyers pick the same strategy: they pick a margin which is a 
single number which is a wedge between their true reservation value and 
their (lower) declared willingness to pay. Similarly, all potential sellers 
pick a strategy together: they, too, pick a margin which is a single number 
which is a wedge between their true reservation value and their (higher) 
declared willingness to accept. 
 
What then happens in a typical week in this toy economy of—well, we 
cannot call it a market, but rather a world of decentralized matching and 
thus of trucking, bartering, and exchanging? 
 
Let’s assume that both sellers and buyers are following a +0.25 strategy: 
they insert a wedge of a quarter of a shekel between their true reservation 
value and their declared willingness to pay and to accept. And let’s look at 
9 AM on Monday morning by downloading the spreadsheet at < 
http://tinyurl.com/dl20091202b> and looking at row 11,: 
 

  
 
Monday at 9 AM a potential seller with a reservation value of 4.41 shekels 
shows up at the crossroads. She offers to sell her cheese for 4.41 + 0.25 = 
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4.66 shekels. She meets a potential buyer with a reservation value of 5.11 
shekels who bids 4.86 shekels. They settle on a price of 4.76 shekels. They 
both walk away happy: the seller because she values the 4.86 shekels she 
now has as worth 0.35 shekels more than the cheese she had; the buyer 
because he values the cheese he now has as worth 0.35 shekels more than 
the 4.86 shekels that he used to have. 
 
Your numbers in the spreadsheet will be different: the spreadsheet is set to 
recalculate itself automatically. The spreadsheet reports an entire week as 
you march down from 9 AM Monday in row 11 to 4:36 PM Friday in row 
120. In the run I just looked at, 31 of the 100 pairs who met each other at 
the crossroads that week were able to make a deal. (In 19 the seller’s 
reservation price was lower than the buyer’s, but no deal was made 
because each placed a wedge between their true reservation value and 
their expressed willingness.) Over the week, the 31 sellers who walked 
away with money walked away with money that they valued as worth 22 
shekels more than the cheeses they had had. And the 31 buyers who 
walked away with cheeses walked away with goods that they valued as 
worth 22 shekels more than the money they had parted with to buy them. 
The possibility of exchange is thus valuable: the average price of a cheese 
is 5 shekels, and so in a sense the value of 100 cheeses is 500 shekels, and 
we have boosted that by more than 8%--44 shekels—just by giving people 
the opportunity to possibly trade with one other individual. 
 
What happens in your spreadsheet during your week? What happens if 
you change the seller strategy (the number in spreadsheet cell k5)? What 
happens if you change the buyer strategy (the number in spreadsheet cell 
k4)? 
 
 
Part II: Market 
Now let’s add somebody else to the mix—a cheesemonger, a guy with a 
sunshade and a bucket of ice that can keep the cheeses from spoiling for 
the week (but not over the weekend). He or she (a) knows that the average 
price of cheeses should be about 5 shekels and (b) hopes to make a living 
by setting up his sunshade near the crossroads and buying from sellers and 
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selling to buyers. The cheesemonger must also choose a strategy: let us 
simplify things by saying that the cheesemonger chooses a single number, 
a spread. He or she makes sellers a take-it-or-leave-it offer to buy cheeses 
for 5 shekels minus the spread, and he or she makes buyers a take-it-or-
leave-it offer to sell cheeses for 5 shekels plus the spread, and hopes that 
the margin will cover the cost of renting the sunshade and of a week’s 
worth of ice. 
 
Consider, first, a monopolist cheesemonger—someone who can choose 
the spread under no constraints other than (a) his or her desire to make as 
much money as possible and (b) his or her need to keep potential buyers 
and sellers from bypassing the sunshade and ice chest and going back to 
the crossroad to strike their own deals. 
 
In this run of the second spreadsheet < http://tinyurl.com/dl20091202a> at 
9 AM Monday morning a seller with a reservation value of 4.46 shekels 
showed up. Let’s say the cheesemonger’s spread is 0.3 shekels. The 
cheesemonger offers 4.7 shekels, the seller accepts, and the seller then 
walks away. The buyer then shows u0 with a reservation value of 4.81 
shekels. The cheesemonger offers to sell at 5.3, and the buyer walks away 
empty handed. The cheese goes on ice in the inventory. 
 

 
 
In the last run I looked at, over the course of a representative week, with a 
spread of 0.3 shekels on each transaction, the cheesemonger buys and sells 
33 cheeses. Buyers walk away with 24 shekels more worth of cheese to 
them than the money they paid for it. Sellers walk away with 19 shekels 
more in money than the cheeses they had sold had been worth to them. 
And the cheesemonger walks away with 20 shekels for his or her week 
under the sunshade with the ice chest. 
 
What happens if the cheesemonger charges a different spread? What 
spread gives a (monopolist) cheesemonger the easiest life? At what spread 
do buyers and sellers give up going to the cheesemonger because they 
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think they will do better going back to trading with each other on the 
corner? 
 
And what happens when some rich guy back in town realizes that he can 
hire a boy and provide him with a sunshade and ice for 10 shekels a week? 
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